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Colour Prints – Section 'B' (Red Dot) 
1 189 Mr and Mrs Daly 10 pts Place  

Well framed, well exposed and really sharp. Although taken in the city is really an image of a cemetery 
 
2 179 Walking into Town Mexico 15 pts Place 1st Place 

Brings out the other features of a city rather than hustle and bustle almost it can be a lonely place and not 
always pretty. 
 
3 175 Point of View 11 pts Place  

Good effort on the city building Architecture. You picked a good point of view. Not quite perfectly sharp. Good 
exposure in a situation. 
 
4 173 Laneway Demon 12 pts Place  

Laneway art. What cities particularly Melbourne become famous for.  Well exposed and composed in generally 
difficult conditions. 
 
5 117 Melbourne Skyline 10 pts Place  

Great sky. Just make sure the camera is really stable. Tripod on a stable surface. required. 
 
6 116 On the Move 12 pts Place  

Well composed, sharp, good use of the curve and leading lines. Smog in the distance really emphasises the 
city. 
 
7 79 Ready to Ride 14 pts Place 2nd Place 

Lots of impact. Great colour, maybe get down low, still keep the bike racks but eliminate much of the 
background cars etc. 
 
8 64 Royal Arcade Melbourne 13 pts Place Merit 

Well exposed. Focus is on the Royal Arcade sign rather than main subjects ---- the 3 men. 
 
9 37 Lunch and Shop 10 pts Place  

Brings out the features of the iconic street. Sharp but overall exposure is a problem...lighting is a problem and 
difficult, a compromise between the architecture and people is needed or big full flash. 
 
10 36 Perfect Harmony 11 pts Place  
Well composed and balanced. Good light. Overall image is not sharp. For this type of image it needs to be pin 
sharp. 
 
11 4 Floating 10 pts Place  
An interesting pic. Probably in this situation to use a tripod and long exposure--though a tripod can draw 
attention. 
 
12 54 Catching Up 13 pts Place Merit 
Nicely caught. Very typical urban sight.  Maybe crop in a bit closer. Good colour and exposure. 
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Colour Prints – Section 'A' (Yellow Dot) 
1 168 City Lights 11 pts Place  

Some great reflections, well exposed. 
 
2 163 You Should be Taking a Photo 12 pts Place  

Very typical Asian urban photo. Sharp and good exposure. Make sure camera is stable for long. exposure.  
inc mirror back up for $68 and remote trigger. 
 
3 161 Wodonga Old Railway Station 10 pts Place  

Reasonably sharp and exposure. Need a centre of interest, some focal point. The people are too blurred to 
create interest. 
 
4 148 Brisbane River 15 pts Place 1st Place 

Busy city river, great light, great colour, well framed and nice and sharp. 
 
5  == =====entry withdrawn=====  pts Place  

 
6 81 Inglesia La Vina 14 pts Place 2nd Place 

Great architecture city shot. Sharp, well framed, even good use of the wires. 
 
7 78 The Junction 13 pts Place Merit 

Well seen, architecture [unusual] as well as incorporating the city traffic in particular the iconic tram. Sharp 
and well exposed. 
 
8 68 Rush Hour 12 pts Place  

Nice and sharp. bit of use of dodge tool to highlight the building on the right. Mybe a slightly tighter crop to 
eliminate the distracting car [bottom left corner. 
 
9 1 Sydney Quays 11 pts Place  

Quite an interesting image, just lose some of its impact because of the overall darkness. 
 
10 12 High Rise 11 pts Place  
Well composed and balanced. Not a sky that helped you.  Overall needs attention to sharpness and exposure. 
 
11 43 North Terrace 13 pts Place Merit 
Good city architecture shot. If possible use the burn tool to darken and bring out some detail on the clock 
tower. The clock draws the eye. 
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Monochrome Prints  
1 189 Reflective Walk 14 pts Place 2nd Place 

Very well seen, made for a very interesting pic. Good focus and exposure. 
2 179 Stormy Afternoon Bogota 11 pts Place  

Good use of leading lines. Rain brings out detail. Main building needs some dodging. The image needs 
something of some value for the eye to rest. 
3 168 Yarra 15 pts Place 1st Place 

Good tonal range, good light and exposure except for LH corner.  Really shows the traffic congestion. 
4 163 Waiting 13 pts Place Merit 

Excellent tonal range, good black and good white.  Sharp and captured the moment. 
5 161 On the Harbour 11 pts Place  

Well done for taking the bridge from a different angle. Well exposed, nice and sharp. 
6 1 Junction Square Wodonga 11 pts Place  

Good use of star bursts. The lights are really the main feature.  Quite a bit of the foreground could be cut out. 
7 148 Reflections 11 pts Place  

Nice composite of architecture and city elements. Good reflections and sharp where it needs to be. 
8 129 City Architecture 12 pts Place  

Good architectural shot making use of the lines and curves. Nice and sharp, well composed.  
9 117 Winter in the City 12 pts Place  

Certainly, shows the city (a couple of umbrellas would have been good) Sharp and reasonable composed. 
Overall tone gives it an antique look. 
10 116 Rain on the Rooftops 13 pts Place Merit 
Looking at the city from a different perspective. Great overall effect. Good tones in mono. (amazing the amount 
of solar Hw). 
11 81 Geelong Library 11 pts Place  
Quite a good architectural shot. The composition is a little confusing. In this case the handrail leads the eye 
away rather than to the main subject. 
12 79 Ready Set 11 pts Place  
Good tone range, good blacks and white. Quite well composed. Very sharp. 
13 78 The Sleeper 12 pts Place  
A good PJ image, getting the subject along with the reflected traffic was well done. Good tones also sharp. 
Tells a story. 
14 68 All Aboard 13 pts Place Merit 
Well exposed and good tones. Nice and sharp. Probably just needs [maybe a person] to improve impact. 
15 64 People Make Glasgow 11 s Place  
Sharp, well exposed in a difficult situation. Some use of the dodge tool may help the buildings on the right. 
16 43 After the Shower 11 pts Place  
Well exposed and sharp. Image needs some element to give it some impact. 
17 37 Things You See 11 pts Place  
Good try, really needed to make use of the artwork by getting down low. Exposure on printing resulted in a 
slightly "muddy" image. 

18 36 Invisible 11 pts Place  
Good PJ maybe exposing the lesser side of city life. Overall the image is soft on focus. 
19 12 Night Lights 11 pts Place  
Good exposure, good use of leading lines. Sharp. Probable needs a centre of interest to give it some 
impact. 
20 176 Quite Time 11 pts Place  
Sharp, well exposed for the available light.  Image just needed something else to give it some impact. 
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EDIB Competition  
1 189 Marble Mountains 15 pts Place 1st Place 

Great colour and pin sharp.  Nicely composed. 
 
2 179 City Arcade Padua 11 pts Place  

Good leading lines and light. One person towards the corner would be stronger. 
 
3 176 The City Awakens 11 pts Place  

Good star bursts. Nice and sharp for long exposure. (2 sec). 
 
4 175 Night Cafe 11 pts Place  

Good night shot.  Pretty sharp for 2 sec exposure. Needs a centre of interest. 
 
5 173 Evening by the Yarra 14 pts Place 2nd Place 

Very good evening shot, well composed. Sharp for long exposure with very low noise. Nice colour. 
 
6 125 Flats to Let Hong Kong 12 pts Place  

Very interesting shot of HK. Slightly burning the buildings would have brought out the colours. 
7 117 City Graphics 12 pts Place  

Sharp city life.  Just burn in that top background. 
 
8 116 Gridlock 12 pts Place  

A sea of helmets.  Nice and sharp. 
 
9 36 Busy Busy Busy 11 pts Place  

Fast pace. A little more colour would have helped impact. 
 
10 79 Alighting 13 pts Place Merit 
Really slows city life. Well composed and exposed. One head up would have enhanced the shot. 
 
11 64 Bourke Street Mall 11 pts Place  
City on their phones. Maybe crop out the top right person and focus on phone usage. 
 
12 37 Buda & Pest 13 pts Place Merit 
Very good shot of Budapest in difficult atmospheric conditions. 
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EDIA Competition  
1 168 Marina Bay Sands 15 pts Place 1st Place 

Pin sharp, great leading lines. Good star bursts and excellent composition. 
 
2 163 Times Square 12 pts Place  

City life.  Maybe get people feet in and a bit less of the top. 
 
3 161 Skipping Girl 11 pts Place  

Iconic - quite well done. Maybe a slower speed to get the rope in blur or more places. 
 
4 152 Still Morning at South Bank 11 pts Place  

Comments: Nice cool morning colours, good reflections. A spot for the eye to rest would be nice. 
5 148 Blue Bikes 11 pts Place  

Good shot using the leading line of the bikes. A centre of interest down the end would have given impact. 
 
6 129 Santorini 13 pts Place Merit 

Very interesting shot. Great contrast between the stark whiteness and the splash of colour against the dark 
cliff. 
 
7 113 What Do You Reckon 13 pts Place Merit 

City life as it is. Sharp. Probably crop out a bit on the left and add a bit on right. Good PJ image. 
 
8 81 Surfers by Night 12 pts Place  

Good image just making it a little different. Check your horizon. 
 
9 1 London Pub by Night 11 pts Place  

Typical night scene in the city.  Just one person in the queue would have made a stronger image. 
 
10 68 City View 11 pts Place  
Nice and sharp with good colour. Just needs something to give it a little more impact. 
 
11 78 Peak Hour 11 pts Place  
Depicts city life leading down to the end of the street. Sharp. Maybe get down lower for a different 
perspective. 
 
12 12 On the Move 12 pts Place  
Really good effort and quite sharp for a long exposure. Unfortunately, that banner in the middle divides the 
image. 
 
13 43 City by Night 14 pts Place 2nd Place 
Very sharp, bright, impact. Shops on right work as a centre of interest. 
 


